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LETTER FROM IVAN
Lives we humans live drift on without
ever meeting, like Scorpius and Orion,
so what could this night be, us together
here among candles and lamps radiant?
杜甫 Tu Fu, For the Recluse, Eighth-Sentinel, c.755
Notice how composed our poets are. Calm, alert, joyful, balanced - while the life force of youth nearly sparks
from them. They compose themselves, and only then can they compose their poetry. The first teachers of
such happy equanimity are their wise, noble, and enduring parents. They drop their children off at these doors
that have been open since early autumn, and inside we do our part:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Shouldering the austerities of sport conditioning and competition, our students learn endurance, efficiency, and the
courage to see things through.
Using the scientific method, our warrior poets closely examine the world, politely question convention,
overturn false orthodoxies - and learn to remain undazzled by the new.
In humanities our student athletes fall in love with the world and the word - in Spanish and English.
In mathematics they learn to seek proportion and symmetry, as they also learn to notice asymmetries where things fall apart.
In our meditation program, students learn dynamic stillness and the creativity and healing that unfolds
there.
Through the arts they learn to powerfully share what has uniquely been opened for them through the
above disciplines.
In the sharing of vegetarian meals, admirable friendships are born - I was told such friendships are one of
the two factors for awakening.

We here on 103rd Street are so grateful for your friendship. You are dear to us, partly because none of this
happens without both your generosity and your belief in our work and our way. Also, you are just dear to us.
Together with you, our entire school community has shown the brightness of life in this challenging moment as we have through the decades. Under the hammer of the recent pandemic, our warrior poets have only
grown stronger, kinder, and wiser. What an extravagant and true claim that, once again, we have held the
line against despair and loss! So tonight we yet stand, a place of deep healing, transcendence, and creation.
And in this corner of Spanish Harlem we like to say that only through grounded discipline can we sustain
creative flight - like the creative flight we take together tonight.
We hope to see you again soon.
Abrazos,
I
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ABOUT EHS
THE EAST HARLEM SCHOOL

is an independent
middle school (grades 4-8) for low-income students - it is not
a charter school.
EHS was founded in 1993 by Ivan Hageman, who remains the
Head of School, and his brother. Ivan grew up on 103rd Street
and went to Collegiate School and Harvard. He returned
home to Spanish Harlem to open what is truly a community
school. Leveraging the inherent strengths of El Barrio, we help
students open to the larger world.

92% of EHS students qualify for
free or reduced lunch.
The School annually raises
its budget each year almost
completely through the
generosity of private donors.
Our school is open from 8AM5PM, for eleven months of the
year.
Students receive an elegant
liberal arts education with a
maximum class size of
18 students.
Students are not accepted
based on test scores, but
instead on the strength of
their character and the
commitment of their family to
our educational mission.

The School explicitly cultivates
the body, spirit, and mind of
every student.
All students receive fine arts
and drama instruction.
EHS provides daily meditation,
organic and plant-based
meals, comprehensive
sports and conditioning,
and regular exposure to the
beauty and challenges of
the natural world.
EHS students attend top
boarding, day, Catholic, and
public high schools.
90% of EHS students
matriculate to college and
100% our graduates grow to
become stronger, kinder, and
wiser citizens.
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COST PER STUDENT

$14k
$20k
$25k
$555

Cost per student for the 2019-2020
school year
Cost per student for the 2019-2020
school year, including mandatory
after-school and mandatory
Summer Semester

Vs.

New York City public school cost per
student for the 2019-2020 school year

All East Harlem School families
pay tuition, which is based on
their annual income. The average
annual tuition for the 2020-2021
school year is $555
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Seth
meyers
Host, “Late Night with Seth Meyers”
Seth Meyers is an Emmy Award-winning writer and host of “Late Night with
Seth Meyers.”
Meyers hosted the 66th Primetime Emmy Awards in 2014 and was Emmy
nominated in 2017, 2018, 2019 and 2020 for Outstanding Writing for a Variety
Series. In 2018 he hosted the 75th Golden Globe Awards, which was Emmy
nominated for Outstanding Variety Special. In 2019, he released his debut
standup special “Lobby Baby” on Netflix, which was Emmy nominated for
Outstanding Writing for a Variety Special. “Late Night” won back-to-back Critics’
Choice Awards for Best Talk Show in 2020 and 2021. In addition, Meyers was
named one of the 2014 TIME 100, Time magazine’s 100 most influential people.
Meyers began his TV career with “Saturday Night Live” in 2001, where he was
a cast member for 13 seasons. Meyers served as head writer for nine seasons
and “Weekend Update” anchor for eight. In 2011, Meyers won the Emmy for
Outstanding Original Music and Lyrics for host Justin Timberlake’s musical
monologue. In all, Meyers has garnered 26 Emmy nominations for his work in
television.
Meyers currently executive produces the comedy “A.P. Bio” and “The Amber
Ruffin Show” on Peacock. He executive produced and lent his voice to Hulu’s
animated superhero show “The Awesomes,” which ran for three seasons. In
addition, Meyers joined forces with “SNL” alums Fred Armisen and Bill Hader to
create IFC’s Emmy-nominated docu-parody series “Documentary Now!”
Meyers hosted the 2010 and 2011 ESPY Awards on ESPN and headlined the 2011
White House Correspondents’ Association Dinner to rave reviews.

Lloyd Bishop/NBC
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freestyle love supreme
Ashley Pérez Flanagan is a Lucille Lortel
nominated actor and is a member of
Freestyle Love Supreme and the band
Moondrunk. She is a facilitator at the
Freestyle Love Academy. She has been
on Broadway in Freestyle Love Supreme
and The Great Comet of 1812. Ashley
has performed at Carnegie Hall, Jazz at
Lincoln Center and numerous NY and
regional theaters.
The FLS Academy was founded in 2018 with the mission
of fostering diverse creative voices using improvisation
and freestyle rap. FLS Academy is deeply committed to
creating and maintaining an environment in which all
individuals are treated with dignity and respect.
Most of our learning experiences finish with a live
performance where the values and ethos that the
Academy stand for — inclusion, equity, diversity and
creativity will be present.

Aneesa Folds, also known as Young
Nees, made her Broadway debut in
Freestyle Love Supreme. She has been
seen Off-Broadway in Sistas The Musical
and regionally at the North Shore Music
Theatre, Goodspeed Opera House, and
Arrow Rock Lyceum. She also appeared
on the national tour of Ragtime. Aneesa
is a teacher at Freestyle Love Supreme
Academy.
Andrew Bancroft aka Jelly Donut is a
co-founder of Freestyle Love Supreme
Academy, a member of the
band Moondrunk and currently writing
his fifth musical. As rapper Jelly Donut,
he has been featured on MTV’s
TRL and in Rolling Stone and Time.
Bancroft is an award- winning ad writer/
creative director.
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Kenyatta
and
Troy
Current ehs family
Troy is an 8th grader at The East Harlem School and will attend The Browning School in New York
City for high school next year. Troy has been raised by his mother Kenyatta, a single parent who has
worked as an ER nurse since Troy’s birth. Both Troy and his mother exemplify the values of The East
Harlem School. They are kind, hard working, and care deeply for others and for their community.
Since he began at EHS in 4th grade, Troy has thrived in our drama and poetry programs. In his 7th
grade Poetry Slam poem, Troy paid tribute to his mother and their close bond. His poem, entitled
“Breakfast Conversations,” is about their ritual of sharing a conversation over breakfast after Kenyatta
returned from the night shift at New York-Presbyterian Hospital and before Troy headed out for his
day at school. When the Covid-19 pandemic hit New York City, Kenyatta and Troy’s lives changed
dramatically. As a front-line worker, Kenyatta worked around the clock. Some nights, she would take
a taxi home in the middle of the night just to check on Troy, only to return right back to the hospital.
However, Kenyatta says she took comfort in the community and support of The East Harlem School
during this time, more than ever before. As Kenyatta reflected on Troy heading to high school in the
fall, she said his strong relationships with his teachers, his engagement in meaningful books, and his
deep friendships with classmates have allowed him to grow and thrive in the middle school years.
She also noted that during his time at EHS, she has learned along with Troy. She is grateful for shared
conversations with her son about books like Night by Elie Wiesel and Homer’s The Odyssey, and she
thanks the school for being a strong partner in the raising of her wonderful son.

Troy performing “Breakfast Conversations.”

Left: Troy and Kenyatta at the 2019 Poetry Slam. Right: Troy and his
classmate Leshly, one of this year’s poets, in 5th grade.
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Perla
ehs alum
Perla was born in Santiago de los Caballeros, Dominican Republic. She lived there until she was
nine years old and her parents moved to New York. She arrived in the Bronx with no knowledge of
English and a lot of fear. Her mother enrolled her in countless programs to try and help her English,
but she often felt less-than as she watched her peers thrive while she could barely pronounce or
read simple words. In the 6th Grade, her parents moved her and her brother Jeffrey (EHS Class of
2012, Putney School Class of 2016, Fordham University Class of 2020) to The East Harlem School.
At EHS, she felt she could finally be herself and relax enough to learn. After EHS, Perla attended
high school at Cristo Rey, where she thrived academically and worked as an intern at JP Morgan
Chase. She attributes her high school success to the discipline and work-ethic she learned at
EHS. When life feels stressful, she still makes time for silence and meditation. Perla has taken every
possible opportunity to travel the world. Thanks to the scholarships for school-sponsored trips,
Perla has been to Brazil, Bolivia, Albania, Greece, Montenegro, Macedonia, Hungary, Prague,
and Switzerland. From each place, she writes to EHS to share her adventures. “Not a day goes by
when I don’t think about EHS with gratitude for the ways it has changed me,” she remarked on
the phone from Bates College, where she is a senior and Student Body President. Perla is currently
pursuing a double major in Rhetoric, Film, and Screen Studies and Theater, with an Acting
concentration. Perla hopes to one day become a filmmaker who tells the stories of people from
low-income communities whose stories are so often ignored.

Perla at her EHS Graduation in 2013.

Perla in Prague while taking an Eastern European Film
and Theater course through Bates College.
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EHS DURING COVID

Photos by Michael Priest
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The EHS Team
When many schools around the country remained closed this fall, our faculty and staff felt it was essential
that we open our doors and teach our students in person, five days a week. To allow for proper social
distancing, we hired a group of Teaching Assistants to support them. Thank you to this entire team!

Faculty & Staff
Donald Albert
Edwing Barrios
Chelsea Camp
Lauren Carrella
Jonah Chasin
Anna Downey
Katherine Duncan
Jenna Dwoskin
Alexis Fudge
Hajirah Gummaneh
Ivan Hageman
Jay Hayes

Christine Kell
Courtney Knowlton
Maroua Mesbah
Rosa Perez
Criselys Polanco
David Rawitz
Hannah Salzer
Cindy Sanchez
Olivia Tueros
Anna Warren
Ellie Wong

Teaching Assistants
Naeema Abedin
Fatima Altareb
Emma Balber
Erik Bishop
Lila Bostwick
Maya de la Torre
Natasha Gaither
Fiona Galvis
Melissa Garcia
Isla Hamblett
Isaac Holmes
Jordan Lynn Judd

Julia Kingston
Madoussou Kromah
Eunice Melendez
Daxton Mironoff
Caroline O’Connor
Shannon O’Neill Fonseca
Yesenia Perez
Melanie Pestana
Abriana Rafik
Malik Ward
Ryan Williams
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Board2020-2021
of Trustees
Daniel Singer, Chair
Philip Vasan, Vice Chair
Kathleen Alexander
Debra Beard
Javier Bleichmar
Jeffrey Brown
Jonathan Z. Cohen
Ernesto Cruz
Peter Gluck
Stephanie W. Guest

Ivan M. Hageman
Robert Heine
John Hyland
Stephanie Kearney
Rebekah McCabe
Anne Ross
Devon Spurgeon
Michael Tang
Beatrice Tompkins
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Event Committee

Rebekah McCabe, Chair
Devon Spurgeon, Chair
Derek Blasberg
Marci & Javier Bleichmar
Paul Brill
Barbara Bush
Stephanie Coleman
Jahil Fisher
Will Gluck
Stephanie Kearney
Aimée Mullins & Rupert Friend
Jon Patricof
Jordin Ruderman
Lauren Santo Domingo
Gucci Westman

Gold Sponsors

Mary Grace & Robert Heine
Julia Pershan & Jonathan Cohen
Lopez Family Fund

Silver Sponsors

The Alexander Family
Dede & Michael Brooks
CHANEL
Tina Fey
Carter & Talbott Simonds
Devon Spurgeon & Ziad Ojakli
Bara Tisch
Tina & Philip Vasan
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POETRY
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INalexa, AgradeWHILE
8
I haven’t seen you in a while.
The sound of your violin was
Like meeting a friend
Who doesn’t speak your tongue,
But somehow knows your heart.
When I’m writing this poem in English
I find myself translating from Spanish.
Neither language gets my point across.
I get tired of expressing,
Tired of explaining myself
Again, and again, and again
Like I’m running
With a pain in my chest.
Sometimes it feels like it’s better to keep silent,
And draw in some breaths,
Like the little rests between the notes of a sonata.
Without your music,
I feel like I’m underwater.
But when I hear your song,
I feel like I’m swimming to the surface
Breaking free from words, sentences, or meaning.
A place where the rhythm and the waves of feeling
From what’s being said matter most.
The violinist on the train - and I here, now,
Working the sounds and silences
That lie between languages.
In that space that allows us rest,
Let’s meet there in a place beyond all words and meanings.

Alexa performing at the Poetry Slam as a 6th grader, less than two years after her family moved
from México.

Alexa lived in San Lucas, México for
the first 11 years of her life, until she
left for the United States with her
brother and her mother. She has two
older brothers, Javier and Yahir. Alexa
enjoys spending time with her family
and loves listening to music. She says,
“For me, classical music is a way to
describe how you feel without words.”
Her poem is dedicated to a man in the
train station who plays the violin, and
she tells the story of her experience
of life through his music. Alexa feels
that through the process of editing her
poem, she was satisfied that she had
finally and powerfully gotten her point
across in English.
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War
Song
andre, grade 8
On Sunday mornings
I used to rise up with the sun in my eyes
To the sound of loud, joyful song in my ears:
I got joy in my soul
God is in control.
Before my mom got sick,
I would wake to the same gospel music
Each and every Sunday:
I got Satan on my trail
But I’m singing, all is well.
It sounded like a war song.

I used to be scared of things before,
But now I feel no fear.
I feel her presence with me every single day,
Walking beside me.
Together we sing to you a song of war that will
Cut through all of the sadness and the pain.
After all, I got joy in my soul.

I’d stumble out of bed, rubbing my eyes,
And I’d see my mom dancing in her room.
Like a war dance.
Body swaying, dancing around the ironing boardI don’t know how Ma didn’t burn herselfSmoothing out the wrinkles in her white collared shirt
And her Sunday best dress
She’d spray cold water in my face,
And say, “Wake up! Get dressed.”
At church, my mom was the guardian at the door,
The soldier at the gate,
Watching over everyone who entered,
Slipping me Starburst candies on the sly
And shushing me to stay quiet,
My angel in her Sunday armor.
She danced and sang
Through the storms and the rain,
When she had to endure so much painShe’d tell me how her bones would ache—
But she’d still smile and laugh at my jokes from her bed.
A warrior’s smile.

Andre was born in Newark but now lives in New
York. He has two sisters. His favorite subject is history
because it helps him understand more about
the present. Andre also loves to cook, especially
barbecue chicken. Andre’s poem was inspired by his
love for his mother and the spiritual connection that
she brought him. He is so appreciative to Ms. Warren
for helping him express his sentiments towards his
mother in such an eloquent way.

Top: Andre going to church with his mother and sister.
Bottom: Andre in 4th grade performing his poem about his
father, who has been the EHS Superintendent for 20 years.
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Aashley,VERY
LUCKY
GIRL
grade 6
My father’s parents ran un rancho in México.
I’ve seen a picture of my grandfather
Standing next to a horse, holding its reins.
He looks like a humble man, a wise man.
When my grandparents died, my father was still a little boy.
Their family was too poor to afford separate graves.
So they were buried together,
Mother and father, husband and wife,
Leaving my father to find his own way in the world.
My mother’s parents worked in the fields of Guerrero.
They stooped to gather cotton.
They reaped fruits and vegetables from the earth.
Washing them, drying them,
Readying them for sale on the side of road.
My mother was the eldest daughter,
So she crossed the border by foot,
Walking through the desert, into California,
Not knowing where she would find her home,
Or any home at all.

Tells me that I’m a very lucky girl to have parents like mine.
I think about what my life would look like if my parents,
My grandparents,
Hadn’t made the choices they did.
In México, do they have neurosurgeons like mine?
Today, I can go visit my mother’s family farm in México
And drink tea at my grandparents’ kitchen table.
I can go to el rancho and sweep clean my grandparents’ grave,
Plant flowers, eat a picnic by their side, and pray for them.
But I can only do this because
They believed in me before they knew me.
If my parents had not come to America,
If their parents had not given them the strength to cross,
If I had been born on un rancho in México,
I would not have met Dr. Hoffman
Who fixed my brain and keeps me safe
And reminds me that I’m a very lucky girl.

Ashley’s family is from Guerrero
and Puebla, México. She is
passionate about art, which has
been particularly of comfort to
her in this year of pandemic,
and she loves learning about
science. Ashley’s poem was
inspired by the strength of her
family and the loving people
who have given her the
resilience to bravely battle brain
cancer. Thanks to them and her
struggle, Ashley feels that she
can deeply appreciate the little
things in life.

Now, I, this Mexican-American daughter of immigrants,
This granddaughter of rancheros and granjeros,
Those who stooped to gather and to reap,
Live in New York City,
Where there are more hospitals than cornfields.
And that is good for me.
My doctor at NewYork-Presbyterian
As she touches my cheeks with cold hands,
Examining my scars, reviewing my CT scans,

Ashley’s maternal grandparents in Guerrero, México.
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THE
BEAT
OF
THE
GUITAR
geraldine, grade 8
My heart is a guitar
That played a hopeful song
At my mother’s bedside at Mount Sinai Hospital
Every day after school.
She’d save me a taste of my favorite food
From her hospital tray,
Plain mashed potatoes,
Just the way I like them,
And I’d try to make her smile
With my cheerful song.
I’d like to think my music
Brought her back home to me.

I might not always know the right notes to play,
The perfect lyrics,
Or how to pull someone’s heartstrings just right.
My heart beats fast,
Nervous to share our song with you.

My heart keeps a steady tempo.
Like the
Pulse of the ocean’s waves,
Or a lullaby.
But I am a beginner learning how to play my instrument,
No matter how many times I twist the pegs to tune it,
Strumming the strings,
No matter how many times I try to find my lyrics.
My heart is a guitar
That plays a lonely song
Whose notes I cast across these silent streets I’ve never seen New York so quiet before My song travels across Manhattan,
Competing with the sound of sirens
To make its way to my grandmother,
Who struggles to find her breath with the help of a machine.
I try to heal her
With my melody.
Can you repair what’s broken?
My heart is a guitar
That plays an uncertain song.

Geraldine’s family is from México City, México and
Barranquilla, Colombia. Having performed in past
Poetry Slams, she has written many poems about her
passions. Last year, she showed us her love for singing.
This year, Geraldine expands upon that subject and
shows us a glimpse into her family life through her
relationship with music. When she is not writing poetry,
Geraldine loves to draw and listen to music.
Geraldine performing at the 2019 Poetry Slam.
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Ajames,2020
VISION
grade 6
I was eleven. My world predictable.
I knew what I would see outside my window.
Robins singing their morning tunes,
Perched on the crooked branches of the maple tree.
Clouds shapeshifting into mountains
That I climb in my imagination.
My neighbor gardening his small patch of land,
Cutting back his overgrown bushes.
Now I am eleven plus six months.
I look outside the same window
I see the same robins,
The same clouds,
My same neighbor But the world is different.
Now firetrucks trumpet their sirens to
Compete against the illegal fireworks
That celebrate nothing.
The concrete block is a masquerade without the ball,
Packed with masked masses with no party to attend.
Xs painted six feet apart
But with no hidden treasure beneath.
What will the view from my window be one year from now?
Or ten?
Or twenty?
Where will be? Who will I be?
Will this all be a faded memory?
Or will I still be looking out at a world trying
To hold itself together
While standing far apart?

James working on a science activity at Field Day in Central Park, October 2020.

James is from Harlem. He has two siblings and
one dog named Max. On the weekends, James
likes to draw and listen to music. He most enjoys
spending time with his family, making jokes,
and eating delicious homemade food. James’s
poem was inspired by observing the shifts of
social perspective through the course of the
Covid-19 pandemic.
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LIKE
BUTTERFLIES
katherine, grade 8
In the quiet countryside of Huancayo,
She prays until dawn
To find a way in the world
Without her father by her side.
She prays until dawn,
Exhausted from walking miles back and forth
From the farm where she tended to guinea pigs,
Rabbits, and roosters
To pay her father’s debts,
Her hands, dirty and stiff
From hard labor.
She prays until dawn,
Over the loss of her son,
A police officer killed in the street.
She knew it was time to find a safer place for her family,
She couldn’t bear the pain any longer.
She went to a new nation
To start a new life
While still listening to the echoes she left behind.
Now, she prays
In a different tongue
In an apartment in the Bronx:
Namu Myōhō Renge Kyō,
Her fingers passing over the beads of her japamala,
Before a wooden altar that she decorated with
White lotus flowers and
A gold statue of the Buddha.
I am awoken
By the ringing sound of her singing bowl
And the sound of her voice
Reciting words in another language:
Namu Myōhō Renge Kyō.
I used to think her phrases were tongue twisters.

But now I know
She feels at home with this Buddhist chant,
The same way I do when I hear my grandmother’s voice.
Her pitch guides me through a labyrinth.
Her sound waves travel around my brain
And take me on her journey, from the mountains of Peru
To our home in a new country.
She gives me a warm wrinkled smile,
Her worn hands extend to the chair beside her,
Patting it down like she does with her knitting
When she’s finished with a pattern.
Our eyelids flutter like butterflies
To the rhythm that my grandmother chants,
Her pink, wet eyes
Pouring soft, lost drops:
Son memorias, mi amor,
A mi tambien me pasan, she tells me,
Looking at my squinted swollen eyes.

Katherine in the EHS Art Studio during Set Design Club.

Katherine’s family is from Huacho, Chaucayan, and
Huancayo, Peru. She likes to spend time with her
family, especially knitting with her grandmother. At
EHS, Katherine likes to study science because, in her
words, “there are endless wonders in life waiting to be
discovered and analyzed.” She loves the rhythm and
emotion that poetry brings to language. Katherine’s
admiration for her grandmother’s courage and
endurance in facing hardship inspired her poem.
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TOGETHER
WE
BURN
SO
BRIGHT
leshly, grade 8
Our sign has a flame on it.
We burn bright.
We are strong in faith, strong in action, in justice.
It’s in the name: Jesús Justicia de Dios.
Immigrant families work through the day and then
Gather in the evening to
To sing and pray and rejoice.
After six months of separation Virtual church did not burn as strongly We gathered again this fall.
People had to reserve a spot at mass where we were
Masked, chairs six feet apart.
I had longed for this feeling.
Support and unity,
Like we had finally come home.
Our congregation had been hit so hard,
Sick and afraid and working through the darkest hours.
Grieving and uncertain.
So my mother and I,
To make our gathering room more joyful,
We brought ribbons and tablecloths and flowers,
Reds and oranges,
To remind us that together we burn bright.
Late into the night folding paper into flowers,
Bringing light to a once gray room with the distanced chairs.
Over the pandemic,
My time at home was not wasted.
My pastor taught me to play piano over Zoom.
I spent hours and hours on my keyboard,
As a way to connect to Jesús Justicia de Dios.
I missed the music the most,
And so slowly I learned to play.
Powerfully, peacefully, step by step,
Letting inspiration flow from my fingertips.

When I returned to church this fall,
The music moved me to tears.
I’d missed singing together more than I even knew.
I didn’t realize how worried I’d been all those months
Until I sang with my hermanos de Jesús Justicia de Dios.
Our voices together, our faith,
It is our safety.
We are fire.
Together we burn bright.
One day, I will sit up front and play the piano for them
While they sing.
Not yet, I’m still practicing.
But one day.
There is a man I see on the train sometimes.
He plays the guitar alone.
In the shadows.
I think of him when I’m at church,
In the brightness of faith
When I listen to the music there.
I worry if he is okay, if he has a home and food,
If he has others to sing and share his music with.
I think of the Jesús and the justice of God Jesús Justicia de Dios.
My hope burns bright for him as we raise our voices.

Leshly’s family is from Zacatecas and Vera Cruz, México. She has one older sister, who graduated
from EHS, and who inspired her to learn the art of dance. In her free time, Leshly practices ballet with
her sister, paints, and draws. Leshly’s poem was inspired by her church community, an institution that
continues to remain strong despite the challenges of the pandemic. Leshly said that she has found
through her church - how they sing together and how families are united - an abiding passion and love.
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AN
ODE
TO
SILENCE
AND
THE
RAIN
marlon, grade 8
Some people are afraid of silence.
Some people dread a rainy day.
But not me. Not the writer.
The writer sees that silence gives you time.
Time to evaluate and reflect,
Time to recharge, think, create.
The writer doesn’t see silence as lonely or scary.
The writer is not afraid of time with his thoughts
Like so many people are.
Silence can be the loudest action.
It can be far more threatening - or more healing - than
words.
Silence breeds creativity and nourishes passions.
A true friendship can be two people sitting without talking.
Have you tried it?

The writers craves silence,
And he also welcomes noise.
He craves torrential pouring rain and brilliant, blinding sun.
Learn from the writer.
Being alone will teach you to better live with others,
Being silent will teach you speak with care.
Walking alone in the rain
Will teach you to feel the world more deeply.

Marlon performing at the Poetry Slam as a 5th grader.

The writer understands that silence is only silence
Because we live in a noisy world.
That the moment when you’re standing
With an audience at your feet,
Before you talk is the most powerful,
Because you are going to talk, but
You are the one who gets to decide
When to break that silence
That is power.
The writer understands that in this world that
Values the sun so much,
A rainy day is a gift.
The sound of it, like a heartbeat,
Darkening the world to give life.
The writer understands that a rainy day
Fuels the flowers and the farmers,
And also the artists, who want to stay inside
Cultivating words and ideas at their desks.

Marlon’s family is from Puebla, México. He was born
in New York and proudly proclaims himself MexicanAmerican. One of his favorite subjects is science because
it provides brighter clarity to his understanding of the
world. He also loves to play soccer. Marlon’s poem came
about by thinking about the rhythm of his days and what
brings him joy. Upon reflection, his appreciation of silence
and solitude rose to the fore and inspired this poem.
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HIBISCUS
AND
PLUMERIA
ryanna, grade 8
My parents got married in Hawaii in 1998.
The photograph is right in the living room,
We pass it all the time.
My mom brought back a Hibiscus seed and two
Plumeria plants on her lap in the airplane.
Plumeria is the one with the white flowers
With the yellow centers,
The ones they use to make those leis they put around your
Neck at the airport.

Through my years these plants have grown so tall.
Come winter, my mom now must
Tilt the hibiscus and plumeria
Just to get them through our door.
I tell my mom I remember when they were all so much smaller.
She glances at me and my brothers and smiles.

All my life, these plants from their marriage have flowered.
Abloom for a few days only, their
Pink, red and white petals,
Delicate like dancers,
Fall to the floor for us to sweep up.
The Hawaiian plants, as we call them,
Now have lots of company.
My mom can’t go to Trader Joes without buying a new
plant.
In the spring and summer, all the plants live outside, and
In autumn, my mom brings them in.
Our winter home is like a greenhouse.
She brings them all in to keep them safe and warm,
And they, in turn, make the air in our house cleaner,
Easier to breathe.
I watch my mom pluck off the dying bits,
Nurture the green, help them grow.
Just as she does with us, breaking our bad habits,
Rewarding the good.
As she gives them water and sun,
So she gives us food from the earth.
No plate is complete without vegetables.
Lettuce, tomatoes, celery, carrots, and onions.
Yet we won’t eat the Chinese broccoli,
Her American children!

Ryanna’s family is from Hong Kong, China and Myanmar.
She now lives in Queens with her parents and three
brothers, including fellow poet, Rygel. In her free time she
likes to read books and do origami. Ryanna’s poem is
about the hibiscus and plumeria plants from her parents’
wedding in Hawaii that still live in their home in New York
City. In her poem, Ryanna traces an elegant arc between
these plants, love, life, time, herself, and her brothers.

Top: Ryanna’s mother and father on their
wedding day in Hawaii.
Bottom: Ryanna’s family hibiscus plant in bloom.
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DEAR
RYANNA
rygel, grade 7
Have you written a letter to your sister recently?
Or your brother?
Or mother or father or grandparent?
I bet they’d love to hear from you.
I wrote a letter to my sister —
On a snow day for a school assignment.
She was doing her school work just a few feet away from me,
But sometimes it’s easier to say things in writing:
Dear Ryanna,
I could not have survived all
These months in isolation without you.
Fifteen months apart, you were
Basically a baby when I was born.
Mom says I learned to talk by trying to talk to you.
You’ve never been tall, but
You’ve always been tough.
You always protected me.
When I was in second grade and
You were in third,
There was a boy who bothered me.
I was the only Asian kid in the class.
You told him to back off.
To leave me alone.
You stood up for me
While he was looking down at you, but
You didn’t back down.
And he was trying to scare you off.
Thank you, older sister,
You are as tough as
A dragon protecting her treasure.
For twelve years, whenever I’ve been sad,
You’ve lifted me up, and

Your jokes are hilarious.
Even to this day, when I feel that things can’t get any worse,
You always put a smile on my face.
Sometimes, literally With your hands, you
Pull both the ends of my lips into a smile,
And that makes me laugh.
During these 12 years together on the planet,
You’ve been my best friend.
During these 12 months of quarantine,
You’ve been my only friend.
You always make me happy.
Thank you, big sister.
Love,
Rygel

Rygel and Ryanna, best friends from the start!

Rygel lives in Queens with two brothers and his older sister, Ryanna. His mother is from Myanmar,
and his father is from Hong Kong. Rygel’s poem is a heartfelt letter of gratitude to his older sister
that celebrates their strong relationship, especially during this past year. In his free time, he loves
to read. He says that he does not have a favorite book because he “has not read every single
book yet!”
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SEEING
RED
treece, grade 8
When I saw all of you
Banging on the doors of America’s capital, I thought,
Where are your children?
If only I could talk to your children,
I think the rage would stop.
As I look at my TV screen,
Red hats and red angry faces,
Rage.
Red, red rage.

We are the hope.
We need the red, the white, and the blue, and
All our colors here to live the pledge that we say.
Ask your children if
It is now time to see past the red,
To some softer pastels of a new dawn’s early light.

All of you say you love your country.
You hold that flag.
But it has three colors Red, white, and blue.
I bet your children say that pledge at school:
About allegiance to that flag,
About one indivisible nation,
Under God and blue skies with white clouds, and with
Liberty and justice for all?
My mom came from Honduras,
So excited to be here, to raise her children here,
In this land of the free and the brave,
Where Lady Liberty carries a torch for us.
I bet your children would like me and my mom.
But on the TV screen, I saw red.
I saw ruckus.
I saw men in blue bleeding red
Trampled by you in your red hats while your children watched
From home like me.
When you are no longer red with rage,
Will you tell your children that

Treece is from the Bronx, and her mother is from La
Ceiba, Honduras. In her free time she loves to dance
and write. Treece wrote her poem based on the
unrest throughout the country following the election, a
turbulence that also created an unrest within her heart.
She deeply enjoyed the process of both writing and
performing her poem. To Treece, writing is where she
can give her all - while also finding her true self.

Treece performing at the 2019 Poetry Slam.
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PUEBLA
ROSE
xitlally, grade 8
Mi padre no quería tener hijos
He was the youngest of seven
And worried about raising children in México
About mouths to feed,
About the limited opportunities
For children in Puebla.
He wanted to break free from the
Chains of tradition.

And together their life has grown like a rose.
La vida es como una rosa The sharp thorns of Puebla memories
Keep their love so safely in flower.

But...
La vida es como una rosa.
Life is like a rose
My parents taught me.
Mi mamá didn’t want to get married.
She had seen how men can be.
She had seen the fury in her father’s eyes,
How he had wielded a machete,
The night he had
Left behind a closet filled with shreds of fabric.
My mother and her siblings had to stitch back together
What had been torn apart.
The hem of her skirt
Would always be
A reminder of that storm of rage.
But...
La vida es como una rosa.
Life is like a rose.
Papá fell in love with a strong young woman
In mended clothes
Who lived so many miles away, and
Mamá found a man with kindness in his eyes
Who wished to break the
Chains of tradition.

Xitlally’s family is from Puebla and Atempan,
México. She is inspired by all forms of art, and she
found this connection through drawing. A Poetry
Slam veteran, Xitlally decided to take up pencil
and paper, this time to share with words her
parents’ love story. Her favorite part of the poetry
process, however, was not the composition, but
the performance and sharing of the poem with
an audience.

Xitlally’s mother and father as a young
couple in Coney Island.
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CLOSE
TO
HOME
xochiquetzalyt, grade 8
I was talking on the phone to my mother
On the corner of 103rd Street.
Ya estoy en la escuela.
I’m at school.
I was just telling her that I was safe.
When a young man looked right at me.
“Go back to Mexico,” he said.
I was afraid of the violence in his voice.
So, I wanted to go home.
No, not to México.
I wanted to go back home to my mother
Back to the person I was born from Over at Mount Sinai Hospital On Fifth Avenue and 99th Street.
Here in New York, New York,
United States of America.
Yes, I was born in the USA.

Makes me feel so uncomfortable.
And I say, to any one who has
Ever been insulted because of your
Gender, your race, your language,
The person that you are, that
You are not alone.
Walk on.
And go wherever it was you wanted to go.
At some point,
We will meet on that path, and together
We can move toward meeting
Our dreams, towards happiness,
Each day drawing closer to home.

But I didn’t go home.
I went to my school instead Where I wrote this poem.
Our home away from home,
A shelter from all hate.
Go back to Mexico.
Really.
Now I have finally heard those words targeting me I knew I would hear them soon enough I realize that it happens all the time.
To Latinos and Asians and Muslims, to
Anyone who isn’t speaking English, to
Anyone who doesn’t look
The perfect American part.
Go back to your country.
Go back to where you came from, they are saying.
Go away from me - difference

Xochiquetzalyt performing at the Poetry Slam in 6th grade (top) and
7th grade (bottom).

Xochiquetzalyt’s family is from Guerrero, México, and she is also proud to be one of those rare native-born
New Yorkers. In her free time, she likes to play soccer with her cousins. The Covid-19 pandemic made her
realize how much she appreciated the moments she could spend with her family. Her powerful words were
inspired by a cruel incident that happened to her on 103rd Street. She turned her experience into a love letter
to those that have ever felt the sting of racism - or for anyone who has been attacked for being different.
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PORTRAIT
yuritzi, grade 8
In the quiet, echoing studio at school,
I look down the bridge of my nose
Over the wrinkles of my broad nostrils,
Swollen with breath,
Toward my blank canvas.

Chubby and brown like mine.
I smile to see my mother’s neck,
With matching chains draped over our
Caramel-colored clavicles.

While I am at school,
My father walks uphill, past the playground in El Barrio,
Where the swings still sway from
The memory of our weight.
Back and forth.
In the apartment, finally home from the early morning shift,
Stained with grease from the griddle.
He sits on the bed resting until his next shift in the evening.
While I am at school,
My mother vacuums other people’s apartments.
She pulls the machine across the rug,
Back and forth.
She just started to work as a housekeeper.
Because my little sister is not a baby anymore.
But we will always be her babies.
While my mother cleans,
While my father rests,
I watch my wrist rotate, as the
Graphite lines trace our story,
Of still-full mugs of coffee that my mother
Leaves abandoned in the kitchen sink,
Of our wrinkled masks that hang from
The tarnished brass doorknobs,
Of calm and funny afternoons spent together before
My father has to go back to work.
As I sketch on the canvas,
I smile to see my father’s nose appear,

Yuritzi’s 8th Grade self-portrait.

Yuritzi’s family is from Puebla and Guerrero, México. She loves art because it makes her feel calm, and she
finds joy in taking care of her younger sister every day after school. She wants to thank her parents for all
that they have given her. Yuritzi’s poem was inspired by the love and gratitude she carries for her family.
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PARTY
ON
GUN
HILL
zanai, grade 7
If you were to walk into my house
Any Sunday,
In any week,
On any year,
Before March of 2020,
You’d have found a party.
If you were to come anywhere near
Gun Hill Road
And Wickham Avenue,
In the Bronx
On a Sunday,
Of any week,
In any year
Before March 2020,
You’d have heard a party.
Laughing, chatting, Spanish music, stove sizzling.
Sounds of life happening.
Erica and Kimora would come, ready to party.
My cousins had stories to tell, hairstyles to try.
Titi Mayra setting the table,
Titi Michelle baking cupcakes and gossiping,
My mom laughing and smiling with the company,
Stuffing and seasoning the pernil,
My dad frying the tostones.
Baby cousin running around, never listening,
My brother and my older cousin,
Sweet to everyone, but teasing me.
And my grandmother, of course.
She moved into our house during Hurricane Maria,
Which destroyed Puerto Rico But not her.
Grandma with her hair tied up in a scarf, no apron,
Cooking the arroz con gandules,

Telling me she’ll fatten me up with love.
And her sister, Tona, who moved with her,
Watching action movies all day,
To keep her brain awake despite her disability.
Sundays are quiet now.
Our food isn’t as good without family to share it with,
There’s no news to catch up,
Because nothing seems to be happening.
Our house is way too quiet.
The sound of Tona’s action movies feel lonely and sad now,
Not part of the fun.
But we are safe, and one day, we will gather again.
A Sunday will soon come,
When if you’re walking near
Gun Hill Road and
Wickham Avenue,
In the Bronx,
You’ll have found a party.
Zanai in 6th Grade rehearsing backstage with longtime EHS Poetry Slam performance coach Jordin
Ruderman.

Zanai’s family is from San Juan, Puerto Rico and Nagarote,
Nicaragua. In her free time she loves to sing and dance, but
most of all, Zanai likes to spend time with her family. She enjoys
poetry because she is able to express her thoughts and feelings
through words. Zanai’s poem is about the contrasting texture of
family gatherings before and during the Covid-19 pandemic.
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almost
breathless
zoe, grade 5
Out of breath,
Back of the line,
Like a bird beating her wings to
Catch up to her swift flock.
Out of breath,
Back of the line, as
Hopeless as a sloth
forced to a sprint.
Out of breath,
Back of the line,
With teachers cheering me on,
Reminding me I can get stronger.

Maybe I always was.
But this is different.
Strong lungs, strong heart, strong legs.
Strong mind and will.
When I walk in the world now,
I feel stable and balanced
Like a mountain.
And I could climb that mountain, I bet!
And as I push for the next summit,
I feel almost breathless with all that is ahead for me!

At the start of this year,
I felt like my body and my mind were at war.
I wanted to get fit, I wanted to fly with the flock,
But my body kept telling my mind that I could not.
My legs, my lungs, my aching side,
Whispering weakly that they wanted to stop,
That they just needed a break.
I will always be grateful to those cheering teachers,
Whose voices gave flight to that whispering weakness.
Whose smiles shared their belief in me, and so
I ran on.
It took six months,
But I now am not the weak winged bird,
Or the suffering sloth anymore.
My mind and my body work together now.
My teachers’ support was a
Reminder of my inner power.
So I got stronger.
I am strong now.

Zoe at EHS Sports on Randall’s Island, October 2020

Zoe’s family is from Tlaxcala, México. She likes to write
poetry during the week, and on the weekends she collects
and curates rocks and stones in her personal collection.
Zoe also likes to play with her classmates (even socially
distanced!) during sports. Zoe’s experience in sports
inspired her poem. She wrote about her perseverance and
belief in herself.
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Poetry prompts

Spend 15 minutes sitting quietly by a window in your home. No screen, no music,
no company. Watch, listen, smell. What do you see, what do you notice? If you’d
like, start with “Sometimes there is too much sky....” or “Sometimes there is not
enough sky...”

Ask your parent or caregiver to tell the story of your birth or the day they met
you. Ask for all the details they remember. Ask them to also share the story of
your name, if they know it. Then write what you learned in your own words.

I used to be
but now I’m
OR
I used to think
but now I know
32

Write the thank you note, apology letter, or love letter that you have
always meant to write.

Make a list of ten important people in your life and one object you
would associate with each of them. Pick one and turn it into a poem or
paragraph.
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BEHIND THE SCENES
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Bravo, poets!
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EHS MISSION

The East Harlem School challenges students to develop a
balanced physical, moral, and intellectual strength that they
will use to adapt to change — and for the final purpose of
creating and sharing lives of deep meaning, dynamic virtue,
and transcendent joy. We are a middle school (grades 4-8)
that recruits children from families with low income and the
highest values, and we give preference to those who keep to
the traditional belief that creative flight can only be sustained
by grounded discipline.

EHS VOW

I vow to be aware of the world and all I think, say, and do.
With this awareness of the world and all I think say and do,
I promise to honor and protect myself, my family, and all others.

Follow us on Instagram @eastharlemschool to see
more from our amazing students!
Visit our YouTube channel for more poetry content!
youtube.com/eastharlemschool
Like The East Harlem School on Facebook!
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